Asberry Anniversary at Hangar Hotel
By Marvin Brott

Mel started planning for their 27th wedding anniversary many months ago with the idea of a group flying
down to Fredericksburg. It would be a surprise trip as Ann
would not know where they were going until she either
figured it out or they landed. She had a good idea by
Waco. The celebration would be held at the Hangar Hotel
located at the airport in Fredericksburg. Richard and
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Jamye Robbins along with Bob and Nancy Newton were
able to also stay over night at the hotel. On Saturday
morning eight additional airplanes filled with friends
showed up to celebrate the Asberry’s anniversary. Now,
let me tell you that Mel knows how to plan for an anniversary. First, when he told me about his plans I predicted
about a 20% chance of having flyable weather.
Continued on page 4
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Jan. 4th Chapter Meeting
The
January
Chapter meeting
will be on Tuesday
January 4th. It will
be held at the
Farmers Branch
Library, located on
the northwest corner
of Webb Chapel and
Golfing Green Dr.
The meeting will be
held in the auditorium and will begin
at 6:30 p.m. and
finish by 9:00 p.m.
The Speaker for
this meeting will be our favorite Jan Collmer. He will talk
about the news on the airshow cicuit and also speak about
the Frontiers of Flight Museum. Now that the Museum is
open this should be an excellent meeting to hear Jan
speak. See you there.

Jan 11th Board Meeting
The BOD meeting will be held on Jan. 11th at the Farmers Branch Manske Library at 7:00 PM. The minutes
from the December BOD meeting recorded by Michael
Stephan are as follows:
Directors in attendance: Michael Stephan , David Cheek,
Monroe McDonald, Don Christiansen , Sam Cooper, Don
Wilcox, Jerry Mrazek, Ron Bonnette, John Phillips,
We discussed the upcoming event calendar:
• The Young eagles event has been tentatively scheduled
for Jan 22nd at Grand Prairie.
• The January meeting will feature Jan Collmer.
• The January fly-in will be a visit to the Frontiers of
Flight Musem. Meet at 10am.
• the February newsletter will be folded at David and
Vicki Jone's house. The next two foldings will be at
Brad Roberts (Feb 22) house and at the Mequite Flight
School (Mar 29).

-Michael Stephan

David Cheek and the incomeing Vice President, Ron
Bonnette, dicussed upcoming apeakers.

Jan. 8th Chapter Fly-In

Michael Stephan gave the Treasurer's report for the month
of November.

Our monthly fly-in this doesn't require flying. We are
going to see the new Frontiers of Flight Museum. We will
meet at the Museum at 10am and about lunch time we will
find a place to eat. The price if $8 for adults, $6 for seniors, and $5 for children. Kids under 3 are free, and there
is a special section for them to play in. To get to the Museum, turn west at the corner of University and Lemmon
Ave. and head south to the Museum. We had a meeting
there in November and the short time we had to look at the
exhibits was not long enough, so we are dedicating a Saturday to it. The Museum is very nicely done and deserves
our support. Bring the family and lets make a day of it.
-Michael Stephan

The Board had further discussions on an alternative
meeting location. The newly formed received information
on a few locations at the local colleges.
The board is arranging with Lucky, the operations manager of Air Salvage of Dallas, to have a safety seminar at
Air Salvage on the February fly-in date.

Jan. 25th Newsletter Assembly
The February newsletter will be assembled on Tuesday
January 25th at 7 pm at the home of David and Vicki
Jones at 3310 Jubillee Trail in Dallas. If you need directions they can be reached at 214 357-2064.

David and Vicki are currently building an RV-10. By the
folding date they should have one of the few quickbuild
fuselage kits. The two are making excellent progress. Lets
fold some newsletters and take a look at it.
-Michael Stephan
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A Message from the President
By Sam Cooper
Welcome to 2005! May your Christmas, Hanukkah and
New Year’s holiday season have been joyful and memorable! I hope that you were able to celebrate the special
moments that happened last year, savor your loved ones
who are special and close to you, and to look forward to
what will unfold in 2005.
Looking back on 2004, a number of special events and
milestones happened during the year. We had two Chapter
member first flights last year, Clay Romeiser’s RV-9A
and Jay Pratt’s Northstar to celebrate. Both airplanes are
very well built and have provided lots of smiles to their
builder pilots during the year. At least two projects were
taken to their airports, and should become flying airplanes
shortly. A number of members also made steady progress
on their project builds or restorations.
Many of our special social events were generously and
capably organized by Ann Asberry. Our annual Chili
Cookoff in October with Chapter 1246 went very well,
with excellent Chili cooks and numerous volunteers assisting. Ann and Mel hosted our June Summer Picnic
potluck lunch at their Shortstop airport in Farmersville.
Ann also organized our Christmas party with a potluck
dinner, gift exchange and bluegrass music program (courtesy of Jerry Mrazek and the Foggy Memories band).

As we progress through 2005 I hope that you will have
and take the time to participate in Chapter 168 related activities. Participation takes many forms: attending Chapter
meetings or fly-ins; working on and sharing your project;
using or providing assistance and expertise to fellow
members; volunteering to help at a Chapter activity or
Young Eagles rally; or writing an article for the newsletter. A quick glance at page 11 of Hangar Echoes will show
how many of you volunteer and contribute and how much
is available to help each other. Participation is a cornerstone of Chapter 168 and EAA. Participate and enjoy the
journey!
I am looking forward to a great 2005! Spring will be
here shortly!

Jim Quinn led our Young Eagles efforts with another So
Smaart event and a special Carswell JRB event among the
highlights. Pilots and ground support volunteers made this
happen and helped create a number of special moments
and smiles for the Young Eagles and their families.
We have also enjoyed twelve great issues of our Chapter
newsletter, Hangar Echoes. Our newsletter team of
Marvin Brott, Tom Davies and Michael Stephan wrote
and edited a lot of great issues. And numerous authors
provided excellent articles and pictures on a great variety
of subjects. I hope that you are able to enjoy the newsletter
as much as I do.
At the national level, the biggest change for 2004 is the
release of the Sport Pilot and Light Sport Aircraft regulations. This clearly fills a gap between the Part 103 Ultralights and factory certified and Experimental category
airplanes that were our previous options. The intermediate
piloting requirements and costs could open up sport aviation to a number of new pilots. As we progress through
2005, the bureaucratic processes and product offerings
will solidify. It should be an exciting fly-in season for
SP/LSA.
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Hangar Hotel Continued
Mel produced for us the most perfect weather for Saturday, the 11th of December. Second, he picked the perfect place.

News and Notes
By Michael Stephan

Has N991MS Flown Yet?
To answer your first question, N991MS is my RV-8,
which officially became an airplane a few weeks ago. The
answer to the second question is, not yet. I have hit a
stumbling block getting the airplane insured. I knew that I
was going to need some transition training and started that
process a while back, but new insurance policies are
coming with some very high requirements.
If you are in the building process and are a low time
pilot, or even one that has not flown in a while, get started
early inquiring about insurance. If the requirements are
high for your situation, get started early. There is nothing
more frustrating than having a flyable airplane and not
being able to fly it. In my situation, I built a tail-dragger
without any tail-dragger flying experience, and this is the
focal point of my problem.

The hotel and diner are totally brand new structures
and have been decorated in the period of the early 1940s.
The two-story Quonset hotel looks on the outside like a
hangar, but as you enter through the door you step into a
world of pure luxury. Staying at this Hotel is a total experience with the lobby area, the observation deck, the Officer's Club, the Diner, and the outside area, including the
ramp for arriving and departing aircraft. The guest room’s
look like something you would find in a million dollar
house. Check www.hangarhotel.com for more information
Bob Newton is missing from the above picture in the
Officer's Club because he was the photojournalist. The
next picture shows the many people who flew in for lunch
and the celebration. Congratulations Mel and Ann!

Since I was not going to do the first flight, I was resigned to insure the airplane with qualified pilots only on
the policy. A very well known broker informed me that
he was having trouble finding an underwriter to create
such a policy. The reasoning was that since I was a pilot,
I might fly the plane without the proper qualifications and
have an accident, and in some states the insurance company would be forced to pay even though I was not listed
on the policy. I questioned the logic, but I can’t force
them to insure me.
Several wanted me to have 50 hrs of tail-dragger time.
Some wanted 125 hrs total time. EAA’s insurance program wanted 200 hrs total time. I use the word “wanted”
because I think there is some room for negotiation. There
are many variables in the design of an insurance policy,
and I haven’t worked out every equation yet.
So as the holidays roll through town, I will be trying to
work the problem out, because N991MS has been sitting
on the ground too long and deserves to fly.
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Another Young Eagle Event
By Michael Stephan

Can you ever get tired of that headline? I’m glad we
have members and pilots who don’t get tired of taking
youngsters for their first airplane ride. The first Saturday
in December, several pilots went to McKinney to fly a
small group of kids. It was a quick event. Only one flight
per pilot was needed to fly the group, which was nice because every participant received an experience that was
not hurried by the next in line. The Lancaster contingent
of Don Christiansen, Clay Romeiser and Robert Cullinan
eagerly helped out, and we appreciate that along with a
few others that made the day fun for the kids. Think of a
day in the future when some freshly minted pilot recalls
how it all started with that first ride, and how encouraging
and friendly the pilot was.

This year has been pretty good with many excellent
events. I think the word is getting out. Jim Quinn really
carries the water for this program and every year it gets
better. Several of the groups this year wanted to do it
again in 2005. The So Smaart girls are becoming an annual event. The JRB at Carswell commander is interested
in providing more aviation-interested kids. As good as
Jim is, he couldn’t do it without the generosity of the pilots who participate, and we thank them for that. If you
are interested in helping, call Jim and give him your name,
so when we have an event scheduled he can give you the
where and when. If you have never been to a Young Eagles Event, come to one and take a look. Seeing the look
on a kids face as they step out the airplane and hearing the
excitement in their voice is worth all the effort. The parents get a little excited too.
In 2005, let’s see if we can top last year.
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The Christmas Party
By Michael Stephan

We were not able to have the gathering in the library due
to changes in management policy. We were not able to get
the extra hour that we needed to squeeze in all the fun.
So, we moved up the street a bit to the Recreation Center.
This is a new facility and it is very nice. The citizens of
Farmers Branch have a real nice place there. When dinner
was served, the crowd seemed smaller than in past years,
but as people started to arrive, we learned that a huge
wreck had shut down LBJ freeway, and delayed them over
an hour. We’re glad they persevered. We still had plenty
of fun left.

The food this year was again delicious, and we thank all
those who brought it. The conversation during the dinner
hour is why this meeting is special. During our regular
meetings we don’t have a lot of time to just visit with each

other, but the Christmas party gives us time to sit and talk
with the people sitting next to us. I always enjoy that part.
After the eating and talking, it was time to get down to
the fun. The “white elephant” gift exchange was the same
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as it has been in the past. Fun. As fun watching people
pick and open and trade for gifts. Everyone brought nice
things, so getting a “cluncker” is pretty rare. I think everyone went home with something nice. Ann Asberry, who
does a great job organizing the entire party, did a great job
hosting the gift exchange.

After all the fun, Jerry Mrazek and his group of bluegrass
players again entertained the group, as they have in the
past. The performance was excellent. These guys get together several times a year to play a little bluegrass together and enjoy the camaraderie that playing music
provides. They must enjoy it, because every year it just
gets better. They played for about an hour and every song
was good. Kudos to the Foggy Memories group, as they
are known, for providing such enjoyable entertainment.

After a short period of cleanup, we closed the door on another Christmas party and another year of Chapter 168.
We had a lot of fun this year, several airplane completions, entertaining programs, interesting projects, and just
all around good fun with good friends. We look forward
to 2005, so we can do it again.
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ARE YOU OPERATING LEGALLY?
By Mel Asberry

Is your amateur-built aircraft operating legally? There
are many times we do things to our airplanes to improve
them. We must be very careful to assure that the Airworthiness Certificate is valid. Have you changed your engine? Prop? Have you done anything that significantly
changes the flight characteristics? What does your operating limitations allow you to do without recertification?
Sometimes we think that the FARs are a bit picky. But
what will your insurance carrier say if you have a problem
and they find that your Airworthiness Certificate is invalid? They most likely won’t pay the claim and you have
therefore wasted all those premiums.
The operating limitations for amateur-built aircraft
change periodically. The ones issued for your aircraft do
not change. You must comply with whatever your limitations say. If a change comes out that you like better than
what you have, you can petition you local FSDO to update
them. But it doesn’t happen automatically. For example,
my limitations state that if I change engines I must fill out
a new Airworthiness application (8130-6), notify the local
FSDO and put the airplane back into phase I. They will
then approve (or not) my test area and forward the 8130-6
to Oklahoma City to update the registry. I, then and only
then, can fly the aircraft for a minimum of 5 hr., make the
appropriate logbook entry and return to phase II. Later
operating limitations state that you must go through this
procedure if you change the TYPE of engine. i.e. reciprocating to turbine or if you change a fixed pitch propeller to
or from a controllable pitch prop.
Another thing to be concerned about is, if you modify
your airplane outside the scope of your operating limitations, they are no longer valid. Even if you return the airplane to the old configuration, you have broken the chain
and are no longer in compliance. This was fought in the
courts a few years ago (and lost).
Bottom line is: Make sure you are operating within your
operating limitations. Otherwise you may be paying those
insurance premiums for nothing.
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Is It Really Here?
By Mel Asberry

In December the FAA held a prototype seminar in
Oklahoma City to determine what information should be
included in the training seminars for the new Light Sport
Aircraft certification. This was a “working” seminar and
only about 22 people were invited. Most attendees were
from the FAA and industry (DAR wantabes). I was one of
only four current DARs. I was invited for my experience
with amateur-built aircraft. Other DARs were there to
provide input concerning powered parachutes, trikes, gyroplanes and lighter than air.
At the beginning of the meeting on Tuesday morning it
was expressed that the first training seminar would probably be in January 2005. By the end of the meeting Thursday afternoon that prediction had been changed to "maybe
March". The regs concerning the certification process
have a lot of problems.
There are basically two categories for Light Sport Aircraft. Special LSA Category covers aircraft that are factory built, test flown and sold ready to fly. DARs for SLSA will be able to issue Special Airworthiness Certificates and special flight permits for test flying. Experimental LSA covers those aircraft built from kits. These
kits are not required to meet the 51% rule as amateur-built
are. The kit manufacturer may provide as much as 99% of
the work. These kits must be assembled exactly according
to instructions supplied by the kit manufacturer. After
certification they may be modified or altered. (I didn't say
it made sense.) DARs for E-SLA will be able to issue Experimental Airworthiness Certificates for the purpose of
operating Light Sport Aircraft very similar to the present
amateur-built aircraft.
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Engine Choices
By Michael Stephan
There are far too many different choices you have for an
engine for your homebuilt, more than I can talk about with
any experience or expertise. But I would like to look at
some of the current Lycoming engines, Lycoming clones
and the changes in the market overthe past year.

One major difference between amateur-built and light
sport aircraft comes in how maintenance and inspections
are performed. Whereas an amateur builder may obtain a
repairman's certificate allowing him/her to perform the
annual condition inspection simply upon the basis of having built 51% of the aircraft, the LSA owner/builder must
complete an 80 hr. course to perform maintenance and the
condition inspection or a 16 hr. course to just do the condition inspection. These classes will be conducted by FAA
and are still being developed. If the owner chooses not to
complete this training, he can always hire an A&P mechanic to perform these tasks.
Another group included in the E-LSA is the "existing
fleet". This includes the presently flying ultralights that do
not actually meet part 103 regs for one reason another.
This group also includes the 2-place ultralights flying under an "instruction only" exemption. These "existing" aircraft will have until January 2008 to be eligible for LSA
certification. After that, it's a new ball game. Don't ask the
obvious question. At this time no one has the answer.
As the regs are written now an LSA aircraft may not
have retractable landing gear. A seaplane may have a repositionable gear, but it may not be operable from the
cockpit. As you might guess, this is not popular with the
amphib guys.
The other rather large gray area deals with how the
driver’s license/medical is handled. But that's an operational issue. We DARs have enough on our plate without
getting into operations.
There will be several changes in the near future. Surprised?
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First, I apologize in advance for being very RV-centric,
but that is where my experiences come from. So if you
are a true experimenter, forward on and blaze a trail. I
took a path well traveled.
If you want a Lycoming in the 150 to 180 HP range, you
can find a used one and expect to rebuild it, buy new from
Lycoming, or purchase one of the uncertified clones from
either Superior Airparts or ECI.
Van’s Aircraft is selling new Lycoming 0-360 engines
for approximately $24,000. The O-320 is about $1500
less. This only applies to builders of RVs (apologizing
again) since Van has arranged for an OEM deal with Lycoming. So, the engine would have to go into an RV.
Several of the clone engine manufacturers, I know they
hate that term, since they believe their redesigns to be superior (so to speak), have tried unsuccessfully to get Van
to also sell their engines, but either loyalty, track record,
or liability has Van only offering the Lycoming.
Superior Airparts is marketing their XP-360. They currently do not have an O-320 model. They started a few
years ago selling it as a kit only. You could buy the kit
and have it sent to an engine build shop, who would assemble
and test
run it before shipping
it to your door. At the
time the three choices
were Aerosport Power
in
C a na d a ( w h o
assembled my XP360), Mattituck, or
America’s Aircraft
Engines
in
Oklahoma. In the
past
year
Superior has
changed the process. They now have their own assembly
certificate and can sell an assembled engine. They still
offer the kit version, and also offer a builder’s assist program where you can watch your engine being built, or
build it yourself under their supervision. The price for the
assembled engine is $21,000 with the constant speed prop
version being $1,000 more. The fuel injected version is
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$25,000. The unassembled kit starts at $18,790 with the
constant speed being an additional $1,000 and adding fuel
injection to that would be another $1,000.
ECI, based in
San Antonio,
has also entered the experimental
market with
their engine kit using their Titan cylinders. They have O320 and O-360 equivalent versions. When Superior Airparts started building their own engines, the subcontract
engine shops began building and marketing the ECI engine. America’s Aircraft Engines market the O-360 as the
Eagle IV-EX. Aerosport Power will build any of the kits.
And Mattituck sells the ECI engine kits as the TMX O360 and TMX O-320.

All the kit builders have websites and their most current
prices are listed there. The TBO for these engines are the
typical 2000 hours. It will be a long time before you see
that overhaul bill.

One of the benefits of buying one of these kit engines is
that you can determine which options you would like to
include with the engine, like chrome intake pipes, fuel
injection, fixed pitch or constant speed, electronic ignition,
etc. So, the prices vary from one assembler to the next.
There is some homework to do there. But the prices see to
be anywhere from about $18,000 and go up from there.
Having the option to choose a less expensive experimental engine is great, but there are a few consequences to
consider. One is the fly-off time required during the test
phase. Since the engine is technically experimental, the
minimum time will be 40 hours instead of the more common 25 hours for the certified versions. Also, check with
the insurer. I was told last week that one insurer would
not write policies for an airplane with an experimental
engine. One insurer would insure the Superior Airparts
XP-360, but would not insure the ECI version. The
XP–360 was out a year before the ECI engine, so as more
are flying that policy will probably change, but the point is
to check first.

The 2005 Fly-In Season
By Michael Stephan

When any sporting season begins, the local media always publishes the schedule so you can get your calendars
out and make plans to attend the event. I thought I would
do the same for us sport flyers. So, get out you calendars
and make down these dates.
Apr 9 Bluebonnet Airshow
Burnet Muni Airport Burnet, Texas
This is a good one for the first fly-in of the year. It is a
local Texas fly in, and has good attendance. It focuses on
warbirds, since it is sponsored by the Commemorative
AirForce. And with good weather, it is quite pleasant.
Website: www.highlandlakessquadron.com
Apr 12-18
2005 Sun ‘n Fun Fly-In
Lakeland, FLORIDA
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Oct 6-9 Copperstate
Pheonix Regional (A39), Pheonix AZ
This one closes the EAA fly in season. And if you want to
see me that weekend in October, you better be there. Local connections in Arizona have been beconing me to
visist and Copperstate is the perfect opportunity.
Website: www.copperstate.org
LOE Oct 14 – 16
Las Cruces, NM

The first major EAA fly-in of the season. This where the
new products start to be rolled out for the public. I refer to
it as the official start of the season. I guess events before
it could be considered a preseason.
Website: www.sun-n-fun.org
May 13-15 EAA Southwest Regional Fly-In
Hondo Airport (HDO) Hondo, Texas
SWRFI, also known as The EAA Texas Fly-In, will move
to Hondo. This is the EAA regional fly-in for us folks
here in Texas. The attendance and support in the past several years has exceeded expectations and is reviving one
of the oldest EAA events in the country. The facilities
sound like more than what we had in the past, and I will
get you more details on them as the information is passed
to me. Out in the hill country, and should be another great
event. Book accommodations early for this one.
Website: www.swrfi.org

The large regional RV fly-in. Usually gets a contingent
from the Dallas area. It is organized by former Chapter
168 member Red Marron. The last of the fly-ins before
the winter weather starts rolling in.
There will be more published as their dates become
known. The Big Country Airfest will be in September,
and the Granbury Chapter will have their Spring and Fall
Fly-Ins. The City of Midlothian will have its annual fly
in. Of course the local ones will be good too. McKinney
annually hosts the Fish Fry at the beginning of summer
and in the Fall we will host with them the Chili Cook Off.
It should be an exceptional fly-in season this year. One I
look forward to, since I will get to participate.

May 28 Texas RV Fly –In
Midloathian TX
Local and lots of RVs.
Website: www.vansairforce.net/TEX/tex.htm
July 25 – July 31 AirVenture 2005
Oshkosh WI.
The main event of the season. The biggest and best of the
year. All things aviation can be seen and purchased here.
With he new Sport Pilot becoming more mature, the exhibitors will probably be stocked full with new products
that fly. This is a long one, so some vacation time may
have to be expended to see it all. I hope to go this year,
and get my feet wet.
Website: www.eaa.org
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For Sale Services, Parts and Other:
Nine inch ENCO lathe. Quick change gear box for threading, 3jaw chuck, 4-Jaw chuck, Steady Rest, Face Plate, tool box and
selection of drive gears for various advance ratios. Includes bench
with material drawer. $800, a $1200 value. mrazek@flash.net, 817265-0834
1967 Mooney M20F. Great
IFR platform, excellent condition. 3484TT, 1442SMOH,
300SPOH. Updated panel with
KX155,
KX175B,Dual
G/S,KN-62,KR87,KMA-24,
Strikefinder, standby vacuum.
$63,000 972-306-5611
FIREWALL FORWARD PACKAGE PLUS 1835 cc VOLKSWAGEN ENGINE Assembled from Great Plains kit. Aluminum
case. Approximately 45 minutes of test time on engine. TINY
TACH tachometer; oil pressure and temperature gages; air scoops
for cylinder cooling; oil cooler with piping; cowl halves for Fisher
Youngster. All of the above for $4000. For a few dollars more I will
throw in a completed Fisher Youngster fuselage, all four wings, tail
feathers and gear). Contact TANDY ALLEN, 2400 Tomahawk
Road, Mission Hills, Kansas (Kansas City Area). Telephone 913362-6867. Email - tandymorrow@yahoo.com
Prop Extension - For O-360 using a Sensenich fixed pitch metal
prop. For 1/2" bolts, 2 1/4" thick X 6"dia. Brand new, never used.
Half price - $100. Dean Fellows 972-732-0919

AVMAP EKP NT II GPS, huge 6 3/8" diagonal screen, very good
sunlight viewing, HSI, Moving map, Down to a _ mi. scale, monochrome (not color), strap to leg or mount, 2yrs old, carry case. $800
contact Bill Pappas 214-956 9444, bspappas1@earthlink.net.
Aluminum Sheet, 20 pieces available, .025" X 48" X
144", 7075 T6 alloy, 17.28 lbs. per sheet, MAKE
OFFER. Contact Don Drake, 214-352-1028 home,
214-693-7368 cell, donjo4@swbell.net
Airborne Vacuum Pump Model 241CC - 0 hours
since complete rebuild with new parts. This vacuum
pump is a heavy duty unit designed for aircraft with a
vacuum driven auto pilot. If you want a vacuum pump
with some extra muscle that will fit and run from a
standard vacuum pump drive pad this one will do the job. Original
cost of rebuilt pump- $460.00, will sell for $275.00. Call Haden
Cowdrey, home 214-528-4587, cell 214-478-6297.

To place an ad: Submit requests for aviation related For Sale or
Want ads to the newsletter Editors. Ads are free to Chapter 168
members. Ads from non-members will be run on a space available
basis. Ads will be run at the newsletter Editors’ discretion. Chapter
168 is not responsible for the content or accuracy of information
represented in the classified ads.
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We would like to make you aware that as always, in past, present, and future, any communications issued by Experimental Aircraft Association, Chapter 168, Inc., regardless of the form, format, and/or
media used, which includes, but is not limited to, Hangar Echoes and audio/ video recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing house of ideas, opinions, and personal experience accounts.
Anyone using ideas, opinions, information, etc. does so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or liability is expressed, or implied, and you are without recourse to anyone. Any
event announced and/or listed herein is done so as a matter of information only and does not constitute approval, sponsorship, involvement, control or direction of any event (this includes Oshkosh).
Bottom line, we are responsible for nothing. Please read, listen, enjoy, and be careful out there.
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DALLAS CHAPTER 168 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION/RENEWAL FORM

❏
❏
❏

Name
Copilot (spouse, friend, other)
Address 1 (or business name)
Address 2
Membership dues for EAA Dallas
City
State
Zip
Chapter 168 are $20.00 for one year.
Phone homework
e-mail address
Make checks payable to:
EAA # (168 membership requires National EAA membership)
EAA Dallas Chapter 168
Pilot/A&P Ratings
EAA office (past or present) or additional notes
Mail Application to:
New Member
Renewal
Info Change

Mapsco

EAA Dallas Chapter 168
P.O. Box 168
Addison, TX 75001-0168
National EAA offices:
Experimental Aircraft Association
EAA Aviation Center
P.O. Box 3086
Oshkosh, WI 54903-3086
National EAA membership:
(800) JOIN EAA (564-6322)
Phone (920) 426-4800
Fax (920) 426-6761

I am interested in helping with:
Fly-ins ❏ Programs ❏
Newsletter ❏ Young Eagles ❏ Young Eagles ❏ Officer Position
Plane or project (% complete) or interests
(Example) Thunder Mustang
(Example) RV-6

25
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%
%
%
%

❏

